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key facts about country life

S

ince its launch in 1897,
COUNTRY LIFE has been
the world’s most celebrated
magazine of the British
way of life, its countryside,
properties and gardens. Its
matchless authority, exquisite
photography and world-class writing have
ensured its position as one of the nation’s truly
great magazines. COUNTRY LIFE’S readers have
always sought the best things in life from food
and antiques to the finest properties and estates
to buy. Our readers love to travel, have exquisite
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COUNTRY LIFE READERS ARE
• Circulation: 41,314 ABC audited                                     
(8th annual circulation increase)
• Total Brand Reach: 482k
• Paid for publication
• Ratio: 50% Male, 50% Female    
• Average age: 55
• Targeted HNWI audience:
ABC1: 81% AB: 55%
• High-net-worth audience with an average income
of more than five times the national average:
£130,000  
• Have a higher household income than the
readers of the FT, Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar,
   GQ and The Economist

Mark Hedges

Editor, of Country Life

BUYING HABITS
· Country Life readers have been buying Country Life for 10 years
· 55% subscription rate – loyal, invested readers
· 82% of Country Life readers do not read any other luxury title
· 65% of Country Life readers do not read a daily or weekly
broadsheet newspaper
· Country Life readers are multiple property owners
· 25% of Country Life readers own estates up to 25 acres
· 61% belong to private members clubs
· Average property price is £2.25m
*Source: ABC Jan – Dec 2017 Pamco April 17-March 18, Country Life Reader Survey 2017

*Source: ABC Jan – Dec 2017 Pamco April 17-March 18, Country Life Reader Survey 2017
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CREATIVE MEDIA
Advertising promotion

Advertising promotion

Our dedicated Creative Media team can build bespoke packages,
that capitalise on the authority and credibility of our title.
A closer association between your products and our market
leading multi-platform brand offers a wide range of benefits.
These include:
● Engaging and building trust with our readers
● Enhancing stand out and impact
● Increasing brand awareness
WHAT WE OFFER:
We offer a full advertorial design and production service.
Advertorials work extremely well in promoting your brand.
They can be used as a call to action or to capture data, to convey
detailed technical information or to introduce a new product to
the market. There are many sponsorship opportunities including:
● Bespoke supplements ● Feature sponsorship ● Events ●
Campaigns ● Pull out guides and posters ● Brochure printing
● Photoshoots ● Point of sale design and reprints ● Paper creative
such as tip-ons and gatefolds.

It’s all the little things
Details can often be overlooked, but with the new Subaru Forester,
it’s the little touches that make it a winner

Frome House in Frome St Quintin, Dorset, comes with about four acres. £2.5 million. Two cottages and further land are available by separate negotiation

Time to buy—and sell
As the dust settles after the General Election,
Savills predicts the strongest UK property market for some time

F

or a number of years,
our perspective on
the prime country-house
market has been necessarily
cautious as it was constrained by
economic uncertainty and political
manoeuvring. Now, buyers can
approach a move with far greater
certainty and, in particular, without the worry of a Mansion Tax.
Unlike other prime markets—
particularly in London, where
there’s a significant supply
of property—the prime
country-house market was

Optimistic: Lindsay Cuthill

characterised pre-election by
potential sellers adopting a ‘waitand-see’ approach. Now, it’s
expected that more stock will
come to the market.
In terms of potential price
growth, restored market confidence needs to be considered
in light of where we were in the
cycle prior to the period of preelection uncertainty.
The markets of the commuter
zone and beyond appear to have
greater scope for price growth
than prime London markets,
which will have to operate in
a relatively high-tax environment,
given Stamp Duty increases
imposed in December 2014. It’s
therefore in prime markets outside London that we expect to
see the greatest value increase.
However, improvements in
the London market are likely to
be sufficient to trigger a renewed
ripple effect into the markets

‘Now, buyers can
approach a move
with far greater
certainty’
Lindsay Cuthill, Head
of Country Department
beyond the capital, as those
relocating from London find
it easier to sell their existing
home and take advantage of the
price differentials with the rest
of the country.
This is important because,
as more new buyers enter the
market, they will be looking for
choice—this will, we believe,
stimulate activity and prove to be
the catalyst for a fully functioning market.
The five-year prime-market
forecasts from Savills are for steady
growth, totalling 22.7%-plus

in prime London and an
average of 23.9% across the
prime regions. We have
a wonderful selection of properties to sell, some of which are
already available privately
and we are looking to launch
others soon.
After so many false starts and
a few disappointments along
the way, we really do believe
that this could be the best
market in the UK in years.
To see how Savills Country
Department can help you,
please get in touch today.

If you would like to find out
more about how the Savills
Country Department can
help you, please telephone
Lindsay Cuthill, Head of
Department, on 020–
7016 3820 or email
lcuthill@savills.com

The stylish and family-friendly new Subaru Forester makes running errands a pleasure

Y

ou know that sinking feeling—the
horses need hay and feed and you have
to go to pick it up. The dogs have run
out of kibble and the children are going through
the contents of the fridge like a plague of particularly voracious locusts.
You’re destined to spend the day endlessly
ferrying animal feed back and forth. It’s a
chore, lugging a month’s worth of hay and bags
of hard feed into the boot—and out again—and
bales are hardly the most space-efficient food
ever invented. It’s a massive, three-dimensional
jigsaw puzzle, with added mess.

‘Subaru thinks about
your needs, not just
what the car looks like
in a showroom’
Luckily, the Subaru Forester—named MidRange SuV of the Year by 4x4 Magazine—can
at least help to make the job a little less onerous, because even the dietary requirements of
the hungriest horse or eight-year-old boy can

be catered for in its large, easy-to-access boot.
Because Subaru thinks about the needs of
its cars’ owners, rather than what it might look
like in a showroom, the boot of the Forester
has been designed to be simple to clean, with
a flat-load floor and lots of space.
With the XT model, you can open the boot
remotely if your hands are full, store the cargo
cover under the floor, tip down the rear seats
in one quick motion, and then just slide the
feed in. It may sound obvious that life should
be this simple, but often it’s the simple things
that are overlooked.
Even though it’s winter and the horses are
eating more, you should still be able to get all
their feed into the boot, because, compared to
the previous Forester, boot space in the new
model has been enlarged by 12%, from 450 to
505 litres. When the rear seats are folded
down, that space increases to a massive 1,592
litres, giving an immensely useable area. The
larger load bay is now 884mm high, 940mm
long and up to 1,166mm wide. And you’ll be
able to deliver right to your horses’ stable
doors, wherever they are situated, thanks to
the clever X-Mode technology which improves

The Forester’s boot is spacious, easy
to clean and has a flat-load floor

the vehicle’s all-wheel drive capabilities.
Thanks to the option of a hard-wearing
plastic lining in the Forester’s boot, all it
takes is a quick wash out and the car will be
returned to pristine condition.
All this, and the XT version also comes with
luxurious features such as heated leather
seats, sunroof, rear-parking cameras,
Bluetooth and iPod connectivity. In fact, the
Forester turns today’s chores into tomorrow’s
little pleasures—even stocking up for the
hungry hordes in your life.

Official fuel consumption figures for the new Subaru Forester range in mpg (l/100km):
Urban from 25.2 (11.2) to 40.4 (7.0). Extra Urban from 40.4 (7.0) to 57.6 (4.9). Combined
from 33.2 (8.5) to 49.6 (5.7). Official CO2 emissions from 197 to 150 (g/km). MPG figures
are official EU test figures for comparative purposes and may not reflect real driving
results. For built-in peace of mind, all vehicles marketed by Subaru (UK) Ltd are covered
by a 5-year/100,000-mile (whichever is sooner) limited warranty. www.subaru.co.uk

Visit www.subaru.co.uk
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tool and investing in a new one, or even just
a new lampshade, is one of the quickest,
easiest and most affordable ways to revitalise
a scheme.
Any personal favourites?
That’s an extremely hard question to answer,
as all of our lamps are designed and chosen
by the three of us, so we love them all and
have many in our own homes. Our elephant
Lamp is an enduring favourite: it’s beautiful,
full of character and is at home almost anywhere. Our glass lamps are another favourite:
we have a wonderful selection in rich, jewelcoloured glass and some brand new designs
in clear glass that are also proving very popular. It’s also worth mentioning that our new
lighting catalogue features a brilliant guide
to finding the perfect shade to go with your
lamp, as that’s something I know a lot of people
struggle with and which can be particularly
tricky when you’re buying online or over
the telephone.

OKA has become a destination interiors marque, offering an unrivalled collection of beautiful furniture and accessories for the home

Spotlight on... OKA
Annabel Astor, co-founder of the quintessential interiors shop OKA,
discusses the evolution of the brand and the launch of its new lighting catalogue

T

he past 15 years have seen the rise
and rise of OKA; from a nascent mailorder company selling a limited range
of rattan storage, to a destination interiors
marque offering an unrivalled collection of
original and beautiful furniture and accessories, with nine nationwide shops (including
a flagship on the Fulham Road, London) and
an award-winning, international website.
With its reputation
for quality, comfort and style, OKA
has become the
first port of call
for home decorators and a regular
haunt for interior
Annabel Astor has
many OKA pieces
in her own home

designers, too. here, OKA’s dynamic founder
and CeO Annabel Astor tells us a little bit
about the company and the launch of their
brand new, dedicated lighting catalogue.
Tell us a bit about how OKA came about?
Sue Jones, Lucinda Waterhouse and I set
up OKA in 1999. The initial idea was born
out of our frustration at not being able
to find the furniture and accessories that
we wanted for our own homes, so we set
out to design and make the pieces that
we couldn’t find anywhere else. Our aim
has always been to make great design
accessible to everyone, with the emphasis
on quality and affordability. It’s been
a really exciting process and one that continues to inspire us. We’re always thinking
about the next collection, whether it’s the
design of a new fabric or the perfect finish
for a coffee table.

What's happening now at OKA?
We’re just in the process of launching our
first, stand-alone lighting catalogue, which
is a really exciting development. Over the
years, we’ve put a lot of time and effort into
our collection of lamps and lampshades,
which is now so extensive that it warrants
a catalogue all of its own. We hope it will be
a really inspiring and useful tool for anyone
looking to upgrade their existing lighting,
or for those planning an entirely new scheme.
Why this particular focus on lighting?
Because it’s such a key element of any room:
good lighting, well positioned, can make or
break a design scheme. Alongside that practical concern is the aesthetic one—
a beautiful lamp and shade can transform
a room. Decorative or sculptural lamps can be
used as focal points and vivid ones add a pop
of colour. Lamps are a fantastic decorating

What's next for OKA?
Following hot on the heels of the lighting
collection will be our brand new summer
collection, which we’re very excited about.
Our 2014 garden furniture collection is also
currently in store and available to view
online, or in our dedicated outdoor living
catalogue. Beyond that, we have exciting
plans for the future—watch this space—
and, as always, we’re already hard at work
designing the next collection.

‘Our aim has
always been to
make great design
accessible to
everyone, with the
emphasis on quality
and affordability’

Lighting is a key element of any room and
can make or break a design scheme—the
Elephant Lamp (£220, below left) is an
enduring favourite of the OKA founders

15% OFF OKA’S

LIGHTING COLLECTION
OKA is offering Country Life
readers 15% off all full-price
items in the lighting collection
until May 31. This discount
may be redeemed at any
of OKA’s nine shops, online
at okadirect.com/cf or by
mail order (0844 815 7380);
just quote code CFA414
at checkout.
For full terms and conditions,
visit okadirect.com/cf
OKA’s full collection of furniture
and accessories can be viewed online at
okadirect.com/cf or in its spring/summer
directory. To request a free copy of
the current directory or the outdoor living
catalogue, telephone 0844 815 7380
or visit okadirect.com/cataloguerequest

ADVERTISING RATES
DISPLAY
Inside Front Cover
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover
Double Page Spread
Full Page
Facing Matter
Half Page		
Quarter Page

£6,282
£5,981
£6,375
£9,820
£5,445
£3,082
£1,641

CLASSIFIED RATES
SET SIZES
Quarter page Colour
Eighth page Colour
Sixteenth page Colour

£805
£621
£407

DIGITAL RATES

MPU - £15cpm
Leaderboard - £13cpm
E-newsletters - £250 per delivery
Solus enewsletter - POA
Creative Solutions - POA

INSERTS
Inserts are a way of reaching the audience by way of loose or
bound in cards or leaflets.Their success can be measured in
the following ways:

COUNTRY PURSUITS RATES

l Retainable - reference point, interactive, consumer
handles them
l Responsive
l Creative Flexibility - copy testing, response mechanisms
l Volume flexibility - minimum volume low capital cost,
large volumes wide coverage, tests viability of medium
l Connectivity - inserts drive on-line and are
complimentary to on-line

Single Sheet
4-8 Pages
10-16 Pages
18-24 Pages
26-32 Pages

Newsstand Rates

Loose (£/000)
38
42
47
52
56

The brand Mikimoto fits
perfectly with the Country Life reader.
Our campaign always results in enquiries
Emma Clarke, PR
& Marketing Manager,
Mikimoto

Advertising with Country
Life has certainly proved successful for
Victor. We definitely saw a peak in new
membership and enquiries, so it’s clearly
reaching the right audience for our brand
Mike Ryan, Commercial
& Operations Director,
Victor Private Jets
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Testimonials from our clients

Just a note to say a huge thank
you for your support in the 20th July issue
and to let you know thta we sold directly
off the page (FP Journe watch, £15K)
LOU MCLEOAD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE,
WILLIAM & SON

We just had a lovely customer
in our Boutique who entered our shop
with your latest Country life issue under
his arm to buy a bangle and a silk scarf
for his wife’s birthday It’s great working
with you
Pia Bittner,
Frey Wille

ONLINE
Countrylife.co.uk like the magazine
reaches an affluent, typically hard to
reach global audience. It’s eclectic
mix of content championing the
British countryside, properties, luxury
craftsmanship, interiors and gardens
remains unparalleled.

•

More than twice as likely to view
countrylife.co.uk on an Apple device

A GROWING AUDIENCE

A global reach with users in more than
200 countries

• Advertising online increases the impact of your print
advertising – the advantages of an online advertising
campaign include:

•

• Immediate and quantiﬁ able results

•

Country Life Social Media Following:
127,172k+ (covering FB, Twitter and
Instagram)

• Reach a wider audience
• A range of packages to suit all budgets
• Tailor–made campaigns for speciﬁc messages

EXAMPLES OF DATA SEGMENTATION
Across TI Media’s premium brands, including
Country Life, Instyle, WomanandHome.com and
MarieClaire.co.uk etc.

TARGETING AUDIENCES SUCH AS:

REACHING A WIDER AUDIENCE
In addition to Country Life’s online audience,
as part of TI Media we can give you access to over
half of all women in the UK and 40% of all men
online. Across desktop, mobile, social, video and
tablet you can reach up to 14.6 million monthly
unique users. Utilising TI Media’s unique 1st party
data you can target specific audiences across our
brands both inside our network to give extremely
targeted campaigns for your clients. With over
400 segments we can tailor a campaign to suit your
budget and needs to enable you to increase your
brand awareness to a core target audience.

• Super/High Net Worth
• Luxury Fashion & Accessories
• Jewellery & Watches
• Luxury Design and Interiors
• Garden Design
• Luxury Travel Interest
• Fine Dining
• Dinner Parties
• Wine Lovers

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Our digital advertising team can help you connect with your audience in a number of reliable and
exciting ways. We offer over 40 digital solutions, ensuring you are engaging with your customers in the
most relevant and cost-effective ways possible.
Every business has different needs so we now offer a number of different services to match that. Display
advertising works well at creating awareness for your brand; this can be standard formats like leaders
or MPU’s, or something more sophisticated that utilises video and animation in the form of rich media.
These options can be great at driving traffic, creating awareness or reaffirming your brand message to
our audience.

VIDEO
We also offer a number of solutions for video including creation, pre-roll and sponsorship opportunities.
We have a three videographers at TI Media that can help you develop your video strategy and help
maximise new or existing video content. As part of our video offering we also distribute to huge
audience on our sites also through social media, giving you the overall package from creation to
distribution to sales.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Every company, big or small, needs to harness the power of social media to interact with customers.
We now have an established client services team that can help you start or grow your social media
adventure or simply enhance it, anything from helping increase engagement to creating brand new
informative and exciting content. We already work with a number of high-profile companies across the
UK and can help apply our skills to your business.

ADVERTISING CONTACTS
COUNTRY, INTERIORS & GARDENING
Head of Market - Kate Barnfield
kate.barnfield@ti-media.com
Tel: 07817 629935
Chloe Lummis - chloe.lummis@ti-media.com
Tel: 01252 555345 / 07966 026654
ANTIQUES & FINE ARTS MANAGER
Jonathan Hearn
jonathan.hearn@ti-media.com
Tel: 01252 555318
LUXURY ADVERTISING
Jade Bousfield - jade.bousfield@ti-media.com
Tel: 07583 672665
Katie Ruocco - katie.ruocco@ti-media.com
Tel: 07929 364909
Lucy Hall - lucy.hall@ti-media.com
Tel: 020 3148 4206 / 07950 188233
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Sophie Bailey - sophie.bailey@ti-media.com
Tel: 01252 555316
INSERTS - CANOPY MEDIA
Charlotte Turner- charlotte@canopymedia.co.uk
Tel: 07588 654502

